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Abstract o A general plotting package to display the acquired and
fitted data. The sampled data may be plotted against

The Correlation Plot facility is a powerful interactive the step variable, any of the sampled quantities, or the

teel for data acquisition and analysis throughout the SLC. step number.
This generalized interface Mows the user to perform a

o A generic optimization feature allowing users to createrange of operations or machine physics experiments with-
out the need for any' specialized analy'sis software, a correlation plot to vary a step variable; obtain sam-

pled data for each point, fit a parabola to the data, and
The user may step one or more independent parame-

implement the value of tile step variable that results in
ters, such as magnet or feedback setpoints, while measur- the fitted minimum.
ing or calculating up to 160 other parameters. Measured
variables include ali analog signals available to the con- INTERFACES
t rol system, as well as calculated parameters such as beam Touch Pane]
size, luminosity, or emittance. Various fitting algorithms
and display options are provided. The Correlation Plot facility is an integral part of

A software-callable interface has been provided so the SLC Control Program SCP [4]. The primary user in-
that a [lost of applications can call this package for terface utilizes a touch panel or cursor keys, although a

analysis and display'. Such applications regularly phase mouse and trackball have been added a.s part of a, newer
klystrons, measure emittance and dispersion, minimize X-window SCP. The main panel provides buttons for spec-
beam size, and maintain beam collisions at the interac- i_'ing the step and sample variables, selecting the range
rien point., of the step variable, and setting other acquisition parame-

ters. A g,'neralized input parser interprets the input in a
INTRODUCTION context-sensitive manner, where the meaning of each to-

Early" in the development of the SLC, a generalized ken depends on the valid tokens already accumulated. At
teel was written to acquire online data, and perform anal- any' point, a list. of the valid responses ma',' be requested

vsis and display' functions across a wide range of informa- a,s a guide to the user.

rien for many" users. Rather than develop similar pieces From the touch pan,_l or keyboard, the user may ini-
¢f code for each combination of data, the Correlation Plot tiate data acquisition, terminate acquisition, or temporar-
facility' was designed generically to handle ali of the data ily pause during an acquisition sequence. After data is
types available, and be extensible to other types that might acquired, display, panels allow selection of fit and t)lot op-
,,volvo. tions. The user may request displayed or printed plots, as

Due to the initial success of this implementation, a well as tabular formats, lt is possible to specifically in-
_,;ftware-callai:,le interface was added, so that other pack- clude or exclude selected data points, and haw__ the facility'
ages could make use of these fitting, plotting, and display' recalculate the fit, parameters.

facilities This approach avoided redundant developments An auxiliary output panel allows extended use of the
alJd provides a more consistent user interface for other system. Thus users may' save data to disk files in various
[,arts of the control system, formats for ofItine analysis. Alternatively', users cm reload

ORGANIZATION previously" stored command strings, or variables and data
files, for further online analysis and display'.

The main elements of the Correlation Plot faciltiy are:

_) A general control package which can step through set- Callable Routines

l,oii_t._ of magnets, klystrons, feedback loops, timing pa- Ali of the actions that are accessible via the opera-
rameters, and other device points of interest. tor interface are also available to software control. This

A general data acquisition facility that can acquire data makes it very easy' to dew_lop a layered application, using
fmmavarietyofsources, including high level parameters well-established building blocks. ('allable functions sup-
,t,:riv,-_dfrom analysis of klystron fast time plots and wire port setting up variables and data acquisition options, and
scans, automatically acquiring desired data. Applications may

,> A range of curve fitting algorithms, including average, obtain acquired data, p_.rforn_afitand retrievelho fit, pa-

tine:ar, polynomial, sinusoidal, Gaussian, and specialized rameters, or provide for a variety of displays and plots.

beam deflection curves. Some applications acquire data through specialized pro-

"Work supported bv Department of Energy contract tocols, and then us¢_the ('orrelation Plots for fitting and
I.)I-i A('f)3 76SF00515. display" functions.
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Figure 4. An automated procedure optimizes phases of the
240 SLC Mvstrons.
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f, edb'_':k setpoints are used to control horizontal and -90 -70 -50 -30
vertical beam, position, and the application calculates "_,0_,_ Quadrupole Magnet Strength
t:,osit:on yield at each combination of setpoint_.

2 Data collection and optimization applications that cal- Figure 5. Beam emittance is calculated by varying a
,:ulate optimized values for klvstron or magnet settings quadrupole setting and fitting a parabola to tile estimated

beam width squared.are common. Figure 4 displays the fitted beam energy'
offset for a single klvstron, where an automated proce-

,-lure steps through the devices, rnea.suring beam energy ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

as a function of phase in order to determine the opti- The authors wish to thank Julian Kupiec. who wrote
limm setting. Figure 5 displays a parabolic fit of beam the original package, and Miguel Flores. who added many
width squared, from digitized profile monitor data as a features.
function of quadrupole magnet strength.
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